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As the People’s republic of China celebrates its 60th anniversary it seems a fitting 
time to reflect on the impact this most enigmatic and energetic country now exerts on 
the global economy. While many of the world’s major countries are still reeling from 
the fallout from last year’s financial crisis China appears to have emerged relatively 
unscathed. many people point to the rapid deployment of its huge 600 billion dollar 
stimulus package as one of the reasons for this seemingly unstoppable growth. 

We at volvo Construction equipment of course welcome the fact that much of China’s 
stimulus money has been pumped into infrastructure and construction projects. In this 
issue of Spirit we report on one such high profile project, the repaving of Chang’an 
Avenue in beijing, which crosses tiananmen Square. China’s most famous street, was 
recently repaved by volvo asphalt pavers and compactors in time for the country’s 
anniversary festivities in october. 

of course China is not alone in launching initiatives that are designed to encourage 
economic growth. And as the construction industry struggles to make sense of the 
different requirements in each country Spirit takes an in-depth look at the whole issue 
of global stimulus packages and some of the possible long term consequences for the 
construction industry.

You need confidence in the future when buying new construction equipment, and that 
has been in short supply recently, leading to the postponement or cancelling of machine 
purchases. People are quite sensibly trying to do more with their existing fleet. our 
report on ‘volvo used Approved’ machines highlights that there are cost effective, low 
risk alternatives when buying previously owned equipment, and fitting genuine volvo 
parts is money well invested in terms of machine performance and reliability. 

60th anniversaries are normally a time for celebration and  
China is no exception – it has never been more energetic or  
a better example of the benefits of a positive mental attitude.  
Its incredible recovery gives reassurance to the global economy 
that the worst of the downturn could soon be over. 

I hope you enjoy this edition of the magazine. 

Bill Law editor in Chief
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ADVERTORIAL

not that it gets much help from nature. Arlanda, near Stockholm, is 
regularly blighted with heavy snowfalls and temperatures as low as 
minus 35°C (-31°F).

Fortunately, there’s a little man-made help at hand to redress 
the balance.

Look outside your aircraft window, as your runway is being cleared 
– don’t worry, it only takes Arlanda’s super-efficient snow teams 
around 10 minutes to complete – and you’ll do a double take.

isn’t that a Volvo?

Well, yes it is, now that you ask. Today’s state-of-the-art 
TJS-C 560 snow sweepers are being towed by Volvo A25D 
and E articulated hauler front ends rather than traditional trucks. 
in retrospect, it seems an obvious solution. But then, the best 
ideas usually are.

Just take Volvo’s legendary power – 224kW (305 hp) – 
reliability, maneuverability, low maintenance costs and cab 
comfort, link it to a giant three-tonne snow plough, 4,750mm 
(15ft) wide rotary brushes and snow blowers firing out air at 
145m (475ft) per second and you’ll surely give nature a run 
for its money.

Look outside, next time you land in a Swedish blizzard, and 
you’ll see Volvos hard at work. You may spot them at other 
international airports in the years ahead, too. We think they’re 
setting a trend.

Arlanda boasts that it rarely closes. That’s thanks in part to 
Volvos that never tire. 

We’d like to tell you more, but our time’s up. 
your runway is clear. It’s time for takeoff. 

S PI R IT4 S PI R IT5

If New York is the city that never sleeps, 
then Arlanda is the airport that never closes.

1

volvos reAdY For tAke-oFF

CHAnG’An AVEnUE iS BEiJinG’S FAMOUSLY 

GiAnT 10 LAnE ROAD THAT RUnS ACROSS 

THE EQUALLY MASSiVE TiAnAnMEn SQUARE. 

TO PREPARE FOR THE PEOPLE’S REPUBLiC 

OF CHinA’S 60 AnniVERSARY, OVER HALF iTS 

EnTiRE LEnGTH HAS BEEn REPAVED – THAnKS 

TO A TEAM OF VOLVO ROAD MACHinERY.
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In recent months, the heart of Beijing has been undergoing 
a complete makeover in time to host one of the biggest 
celebrations in China’s history. On October 1, the country 
marked the 60th anniversary of the founding of the People’s 
Republic of China with a national public holiday and a mass 
military parade through Beijing’s first and most famous street 
– Chang’an Avenue. 

To prepare for this landmark event, an army of Volvo 
road machines hosted its own nocturnal parade on the 600-year 
old cultural and political hub, which serves as Beijing’s main 
traffic route and runs across the world’s largest public piazza 
– Tiananmen Square. A 26km (16mile) stretch of the 40m 
(131ft) wide, 40.4km (25mile) long Chang’an Avenue was closed 
for repaving every night between 11pm and 6am from early 
March to August 16. Volvo Construction Equipment played 
an integral part in the 4 billion RMB (585 million USD) road 
project, having been selected almost exclusively to provide the 
road machinery capable of getting the job done.

BEIJING’S HISTORIC HEART
Crowned ‘the first avenue in China’, Chang’an 

Avenue is one of the world’s longest and widest streets, boasting 
10 lanes and running through the centre of Beijing from east 
to west. The avenue, whose name can be literally translated as 
‘eternal peace’, is rich in history, which can be traced back as 
early as the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644), when it was paved for 
the imperial palace being built at the time. The avenue houses a 
number of silent witnesses to the many events that have taken 

place there throughout history – from the Palace Museum, to 
the Monument to the People’s Heroes. It is flanked by two 
of China’s most famous landmarks – The Forbidden City and 
the vast expanse of paving stones that is Tiananmen Square. 
Measuring 440,000m² (0.17sq.miles) or about 63 football 
pitches, Tiananmen Square is visited by more than eight million 
people a year. This is the fourth time since 1978 that Chang’an 
Avenue has been repaved, but its most recent facelift is the most 
thorough. In addition to the solemnity that the road already 
possesses, the renovations are set to add a more cultural and 
pedestrian-friendly appeal.

TEAM EFFORT
Planning for the Chang’an Avenue facelift started in 

2007. Three contractors were commissioned to undertake the 
repaving of Chang’an Avenue: Beijing No.1 Urban Construction 

Company, Beijing Urban Construction Road & Bridge Company 
and Beijing Xin Wang Road & Bridge Company. Volvo was 
selected as the major road machinery supplier for the project 
because of its longstanding relationship with the contractors. 
“When China built the Jin Jin Tang Highway back in 1987, 
we used the ABG411 paver, so our company has been a loyal 
customer of Volvo for a long time now,” says Liu Yong, Vice 
General Manager of Beijing Xinwang Road and Bridge Company. 
“Volvo’s construction equipment is very dependable. Its pavers 
are versatile and its compactors are highly reliable. The price of 
compactor parts is also reasonable.” 

“Volvo has invested a lot in building its customer 
support capabilities in China,” says Lawrence Luo, Volvo 
Construction Equipment’s President Subregion China. “The 
fact Volvo road equipment was chosen for all the critical jobs in 
the Chang’an Avenue project demonstrates customers’ trust in 
Volvo’s technology and superior support.” 

In a job of such a large scale – and with such an 
important deadline – reliability is paramount, as machines 
cannot afford to break down. Engine emission control was also 
an important consideration in the project following the 2008 
Beijing Olympic Games, which cast a spotlight on air pollution 
caused by vehicle emissions. This is an area where Volvo excels 
as all its machines meet tight engine emission standards. Volvo 
machinery was also chosen for the project because of its low 
noise output – of added importance given that the work was 
performed at night.

S PI R IT� S PI R IT�
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GLoBEtrottING kAzAkHStAN

Why no news is good news in kazakhstan’s oil fields.

QUICk MARCH
While the road was closed for seven hours each 

night during construction, the actual paving time was only three 
hours – between 1am and 4am. The first two hours were spent 
preparing the site and milling machines were used to prepare 
the surface of the existing worn road. Compaction work was 
performed during the last two hours. Often, three pavers would 
work simultaneously to resurface one side of the road in order to 
make the most of the time. Not one, but two, new 40mm (1.5in) 
layers of asphalt were laid over the original surface. One of the 
main reasons for this was to make the surface durable enough 
to withstand the traffic load of the military tanks and heavy 
vehicles used during the national parade. Two special asphalt 
materials were used for the lower layer – SBS-modified asphalt 
and PR asphalt – to provide a solid foundation, while stone 
mastic asphalt was used for the top layer. During the national 
parade, rubber pads were fixed to the tracks of the tanks to 
reduce damage to Chang’an Avenue.

MACHINE PERFORMANCE
During the paving and compaction process, 22 tracked 

pavers were used – three of which were Volvo’s new ABG 8820 
models. And of the 42 compactors used, most bore the Volvo 
brand. One third of the machines were rented and two thirds 
were purchased from the local Volvo dealer. The oldest machine 
onsite was a six-year-old ABG paver. “The main paving work 
was carried out by the three ABG 8820 pavers,” says Liu. With 
a maximum paving width of 13m (43ft), ample reserve power, 
a robust and sturdy design and Volvo’s ease of operation, the 
tracked paver ABG 8820 is suited to large scale projects such as 
the Chang’an Avenue renovation. “We were very satisfied with 
the equipment – from delivery to commissioning and following 
application,” says Liu. 

For the lower layer of asphalt laid, the machines 
paved between 300m (984ft) and 400m (1,312ft) per day, and 
for the wearing course it was possible to pave between 500m 
(1,640ft) to 800m (2,625ft) per day in the three hours available. 
Volvo Construction Equipment dealer staff were standing by 
onsite every night to service the machines in case there were 
any breakdowns. But they need not have worried – all machines 
were in perfect condition. Prior to construction starting, dealer 
technicians visited each contractor to check the pavers and 
compactors and conduct any necessary maintenance. “We also 
re-trained all the operators of the pavers and compactors,” 
says Helen Zhu, Volvo Construction Equipment China’s road 
machinery product manager.

IN THE GLOBAL SPOTLIGHT
With celebrations in Beijing now in full swing, 

Chang’an Avenue’s facelift is fully revealed. Decorations are up 
and fresh coats of paint applied to buildings as the tourist haven 
again becomes a centre of worldwide attention. China has 
undoubtedly become the nation to watch – a global superpower 
boasting the third largest economy. With a government hungry 
to show off the country’s impressive economic growth, the 
potential for further development and renovation projects is 
huge. After the success of the Chang’an Avenue refurbishment, 
Volvo is in a good position to increase its share of the road 
construction business in one of the few countries set to emerge 
relatively unscathed from the recession. 

Text: Elizabeth Tilley

For a more in-depth analysis of global economic stimulus efforts 
around the world see our article on page 31.
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targeted the shallow drilling market and ordered four rigs from 
Canada. The last one, though, got delayed, first by Hurricane 
Gustav, then by Hurricane Ike. Then the Volga froze over, 
causing more delays. And then came the credit crisis.”A fair test 
of a person’s resolve. Only, there’s more.

“We operate in western Kazakhstan, in the Buzachi 
Peninsula of Mangistau. I worked for 20 years for Shell, in the 
Middle East, South America, Canada and Nigeria, but this is as 
tough as it gets. It’s like a desert, absolutely flat, with no trees, 
no towns, just a few small settlements. There’s snow and ice in 
winter and dust storms in summer. Temperatures range between 
+50°C (122°F) to -40°C (-40°F). We’re below sea level and the 
whole steppe plain is whipped by winds 365 days a year.” 

So what about the Volvo wheel loader? He shrugs: 
“You’ll have to talk to Galym Abdullaev, our operations manager.”

As for Lensvelt’s business approach, well, it couldn’t 
be simpler. “Around 70 percent of the drilling in the region is 
shallower than 1,400 meters (4,593ft) but a large number of the 
200 rigs available are big Chinese and former Soviet rigs, catering 
for up to 5,000 meters (16,404ft),” he says. “What we wanted 
was compact, mobile rigs that could drill a bunch of wells in a 
row – it’s called pattern drilling – and then quickly move on to 
the next site.

“So the key was to get the best equipment available. 
That’s my philosophy – buy the best.” It’s paid off. Despite the 
credit crisis, and the industrial slowdown, Astra Star’s drills have 
been continually busy. “We’re still in the set-up phase but we’ve 
been drilling from day one. There were 45 companies offering 
drilling and workover (repair) services when we started. Today, 
there’s less than a dozen. We drill quicker, and move on faster 
than our rivals.” Which is where the L90F, with its Tier 3/Stage 
IIIA approved D6E engine, comes in.

“Each of our rigs needs a wheel loader to keep the 
job site operating, moving chemicals, pallets, equipment, earth, 
sand, snow, everything,” says Lensvelt, who is originally from 

The country gained its independence from the 
former Soviet Union in 1991 and moved its capital from 
Almaty to Astana six years later. Right at the heart of 
Kazakhstan, Astana has since become one of the world’s 
biggest building projects as government buildings, a 
presidential palace, an imposing mosque and parks and 
monuments have sprung up across the city. Its population 
has doubled to around 750,000 since 1997.

The country is also rapidly developing its oil 
and gas pipeline network. Already lined up with Russia 
and other central Asian republics, Kazakhstan is looking to 
export directly to China and Western Europe.

If you ever run into Marcel Lensvelt, ask him 
about the oil industry, ask him about Kazakhstan or his 
business philosophy. On these subjects, he’s fascinating. 
But don’t bother questioning him about his Volvo L90F. 
He’ll just smile broadly. Very broadly indeed.

Lensvelt is the Chief Executive Officer and 
President of Astra Star Limited Liability Partnership, a 
Kazak company with 300 employees specializing in oil 
well drilling. He’s also a man who relishes a challenge. 
“We started up around two years ago,” he says. “We 

AzAkHStAN WAS oNCe A vASt  

ANd WINdSWePt Home for 

NomAdIC trIbeS. todAY It IS reCoGNISed  

AS A mAjor ANd rAPIdLY deveLoPING 

CeNtrAL ASIAN PoWer. tHe HYdroCArboN 

INduStrY, IN PArtICuLAr, HAS fueLLed 

tHe eCoNomIC rISe of tHe NINtH  

LArGeSt NAtIoN IN tHe WorLd, boAStING  

A LANdmASS SuPerIor to tHAt of  

WeSterN euroPe.

“tHe CouNtrY IS ALSo rAPIdLY deveLoPING ItS oIL ANd GAS PIPeLINe NetWork – LookING to 

exPort dIreCtLY to CHINA ANd WeSterN euroPe.”

k “tHIS IS AS touGH AS It GetS – We’re beLoW 

SeA LeveL ANd tHe WHoLe StePPe PLAIN IS 

WHIPPed bY WINdS 365 dAYS A YeAr.”
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Dating back to 1988 and the first Volvo PGA Championship on 

the pioneering Volvo Tour, through to October this year and the 

inaugural Volvo World Match Play Championship and beyond to the 

2015 Volvo China Open, Volvo’s innovative sponsorship record is an 

impressive one, unlikely to be matched in the annals of professional 

golf. 120 professional tournaments played across a dozen different 

countries, champions drawn from 30 different nations across every 

continent on earth, Volvo has a genuine global golfing heritage.

VolVo  
in Full 
Swing 

S PI R IT12

“We believe that the region will soon be booming 
again,” says Basturk, who has been with Volvo for 14 years. “I’m 
responsible for eight countries. Kazakhstan’s the biggest and with 
the most potential, especially around the Caspian Sea.

“There are lots of oil and natural gas and 
infrastructure projects and lots of copper and gold mines. We 
are about to stage our first articulated hauler show here. The 
government’s also planning to build a new city in the area. 
Astra Star is an important customer. It’s demonstrating to other 
businesses what Volvos can do.”

Abdullaev, meanwhile, is – unsurprisingly – unavailable 
for interview. “He’s probably somewhere on the jobsite,” say 
Lensvelt. “With the Volvo.” 

Text: Tony Lawrence

Breda in the Netherlands. “They operate 24 hours a day, in 
horrendous conditions. We needed a new machine and Galym 
wanted a Volvo. He doesn’t waste words. In this environment 
it’s performance that counts. Silence is probably the best 
compliment one can get on the Steppes of Central Asia.

“He just said it was the best, and the best value, and 
“what else would you choose?” I said fine, I trust him. Buy the best. 
But there was one condition. I didn’t want to hear any complaints 
about the machine. Ever. “That was about a year and a half ago.”

Abdullaev’s wife, Lensvelt recalls, had been 
complaining about the hours her husband was spending at Astra 
Star’s main office in Aktau “but the week the Volvo arrived 
from Sweden, he barely went home. He was waiting for it at the 
harbor-side. He absolutely loves it.”

Ugur Basturk, Volvo Construction Equipment’s Area 
Sales Manager-Central Asia and Caucasus, was responsible for 
providing the machine and a collection of lifting attachments. 
“Galym is Marcel’s right-hand man. They make a great team. 
Galym chose us because of the brand and what it stands for. 
He trusts Volvo in terms of reliability and performance. He says 
working with it is like a holiday for him. His operator loves it as 
well, especially the Care Cab and its Automatic Heat Control 
and hydraulic quick coupler which enables him to work with 
different attachments, as well as the improved visibility at 
the front. Let’s face it, you have to be comfortable to operate 
efficiently in those conditions.

“For us, the key was to provide top-class back-up and 
servicing. Our dealer is based in the east of the country, in Almaty, 
but they have established a branch office in Aktau, so they can 
easily get to any of Astra Star’s job sites. There is also a spare parts 
warehouse in Aktau. To be honest, though, the machine hasn’t had 
any problems, so our support hasn’t exactly been tested.”

In a normal year, Basturk would expect to sell around 
200 Volvos in the region. Astra Star is in the market for another 
L90F when their next rig arrives.

S PI R IT13

“He truStS voLvo IN termS of reLIAbILItY  

ANd PerformANCe. He SAYS WorkING WItH  

It IS LIke A HoLIdAY for HIm.”
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2010 Ryder Cup European captain Colin Montgomerie 
won no fewer than nine Volvo-sponsored titles as well as an 
unprecedented seven successive Volvo Order of Merit crowns. He 
made his Volvo China Open debut in Beijing earlier this year.

“The European Tour and its players owe Volvo a huge 
debt of gratitude for changing the face of professional golf in 
Europe,” said the Scotsman in Beijing. “Having a blue-chip brand 
such as Volvo driving the European Tour forward brought not 
only stability but attracted other world-class brands to our sport.”

Another Volvo veteran, Chinese talisman Zhang 
Liangwei sees parallels between Volvo kick-starting golf in 
Europe to his home country.

“When Volvo decided to sponsor the first-ever  
open championship in China and stage the Volvo China  
Tour, golf was almost unknown in my country, there were a 
handful of courses and very few professionals. Volvo’s vision  
of investing in Chinese golf has paid dividends because now  
it is the fastest-growing sport in China, with over 500 courses, 
a million-plus players and most probably some of the golfing 
greats of future generations.” Said the man who won the 

Volvo China Open in 2003 and became the first Chinese 
golfer to win on the European Tour and play the US Masters 
at Augusta.

THE NExT CHAPTER
Volvo’s success in professional golf has been due to 

the strategy of combining longevity with innovation, surely best 
illustrated by Volvo taking over and rejuvenating the World 
Match Play Championship whilst at the same time continuing to 
develop the Volvo China Open through to 2015.

Leif Johansson, President & Chief Executive Officer, 
Volvo Group said recently, “I am convinced that the worst 
thing you can do during a crisis is to stop marketing. You have 
to ensure you are prudent with costs and spend the marketing 
budget wisely. Anything we can do to drive sales and build 
customer relations has to be a good thing.”

When Volvo conducted a review of its golf operations 
in 2007, the results revealed that the sport continued to deliver 
against every measure. It was therefore decided to lend the 
iconic Volvo name to another world-class brand, the longstanding 
World Match Play Championship.

With a new home at the magnificent Finca Cortesín 
Resort in Southern Spain, the first-ever ‘Super League-style’ 
playing format and the most rigorous qualification process in 
the 45-year history of the event, the Volvo World Match Play 
Championship is a fitting way in which to herald the next 
chapter in the remarkable story of Volvo in Golf.

One man certain of his place in the all-star line up at 
the Volvo World Match Play Championship is Australian Scott 
Strange, whose Volvo China Open victory assured him of the 
first of 16 places available for Finca Cortesín.

“I used to watch the event as a kid on TV and 
marveled at the great players in world golf going head-to-head: 

my hero Greg Norman, Seve Ballesteros, Nick Faldo, more 
recently Ernie Els,” recalls Strange, adding, “Ever since I  
qualified I have not been able to get the smile off my face.”

NOT JUST FOR THE PROS
For a generation, the Volvo Masters Amateur has  

been running parallel to Volvo’s award-winning professional 
portfolio. It is arguably the most comprehensive competition  
for club golfers anywhere in the world, with over 50,000  
golfers playing hundreds of thousands of rounds of golf,  
hitting millions of shots with one aim in mind – reaching  
the world final.

The 2009 Volvo Masters Amateur World Final sees 
50-plus qualifiers from 20 national championships compete over 
the self-same Finca Cortesín course that will have witnessed the 
Volvo World Match Play Championship only hours before. 

For amateur golfers, being an integral part of the 
Volvo World Match Play Championship is a once-in-a-lifetime, 
money-can’t-buy sporting experience. Last year, the first-ever 
female champion, Argentinean Maria Paz Toranzo Aldunate was 
crowned alongside Volvo Masters champion Søren Kjeldsen.
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“voLvo’S SuCCeSS IN ProfeSSIoNAL  

GoLf HAS beeN due to tHe StrAteGY of  

CombINING LoNGevItY WItH INNovAtIoN”.

Colin Montgomerie at the Volvo China Open Maria Paz Toranzu, winner of the Volvo Masters Amateur Sergio Garcia
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At the time of going to press the favorite to win the 
professional title this year was Spanish star Sergio Garcia, who 
famously bought a Volvo Construction Equipment compact 
excavator for his home golf club in Castellon, Spain, “It is very 
exciting for Spanish golf that we have been selected to host this 
historic tournament,” he says.

“I think all the players are thrilled that Volvo has 
chosen the World Match Play and I love the interest and 
intrigue that the new ‘Super League-style’ format will bring to 
the event, and to have the amateurs able to decide their world 
championship immediately afterwards is just awesome.” 

Klas Magnusson, Senior Vice President, Corporate 
Communications, Volvo Construction Equipment, who is also 
a board member of Volvo Event Management (Golf) remains a 
great advocate of the opportunities it provides.

“Volvo’s golf portfolio gives the Volvo brand a 
powerful platform whilst activating the opportunities through 
participation in the Pro-am, giving guests the chance to play golf 
with great champions like Padraig Harrington and Sergio García 

and entertaining customers, clients and prospects in the 
ambience of a Volvo-sponsored golf championship most 
definitely delivers results.” 

Text: Mike Wilson

For more information about Volvo’s golf and other sponsorships 
visit www.volvoinsponsorship.com
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“I Love tHe INtereSt ANd INtrIGue tHAt  

tHe NeW ‘SuPer LeAGue-StYLe’ formAt  

WILL brING to tHe eveNt.”

CAretrACk

With telematics technology, Volvo Construction Equipment is making it easy to keep an eye on your 

machines and better control of your business.

Sergio Garcia and his Volvo
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computers fitted into the machines to the remote users online. 
It’s like having each machine plugged directly into your laptop 
by a long, invisible cable. 

“We believe customers will derive significant benefits 
from CareTrack.” says Tomas Brannemo, Vice President  
of Sales and Marketing, Customer Support at Volvo 
Construction Equipment. 

THE BENEFITS
Volvo Construction Equipment introduced CareTrack 

in 2007, and since then, customers, dealers and fleet managers 
have been reaping the benefits. The service can accurately 
pinpoint where a machine is at any given time and provide 
up-to-the-minute information about how a machine is being 
operated, such as its fuel consumption, time spent in different 
work modes and speeds it has been driven at. This enables 
productivity levels to be monitored, identifies underutilized 
and inefficiently used equipment and allows for maintenance 
programs to be planned in advance. “The major benefit for 
customers who use CareTrack is to track fuel consumption and 
keep production costs down, while the dealers use it for service 
planning, so that they may know in advance when the machines 
are due for maintenance,” says Tomas. 

CareTrack can also prevent the theft or misuse of 
machines. If a machine leaves its permitted area of operation, 
an alarm is activated and an alert sent via email or mobile 
phone message to notify the machine’s owner. “Another benefit 
is that if there’s a breakdown in a machine, dealers can use 
the information to analyze the problem remotely and obtain 
the right parts to repair the machine before even seeing it,” 
says Joakim Arndorw, Global Manager of Service Marketing, 
Customer Service at Volvo Construction Equipment. While the 

 Enter CareTrack; an intelligent 
fleet management system used to monitor 
a machine’s work in the field by sending 
information via a wireless network. In a bid 
to increase productivity for customers and the 
efficiency of dealers, Volvo is now concentrating 
its efforts on making this technology available 
on a global scale.

HOW IT WORkS
As the construction industry 

looks increasingly to technology to improve 
productivity, vehicle tracking systems are 
becoming an accepted part of specifying a 
machine. The beauty of CareTrack is that 
it allows machine owners, dealers and fleet 
managers to obtain important information 
about their equipment from any online 
connection in a matter of seconds – even if they 
are hundreds of miles from the work site. The 
service uses a combination of GSM (the Global 
System for Mobile communications that mobile 
phones use) network, satellite links and GPS 
(Global Positioning System satellites) to move 
information instantaneously from the CareTrack 

f tHe PASt deCAde IN CoNStruCtIoN 

HAS ProveN ANYtHING, It’S tHAt 

It tAkeS tIme for teCHNoLoGY to eArN A 

PLACe IN tHe INduStrY’S tooL beLt. but WItH 

tHe CurreNt eCoNomIC CLImAte fueLING 

tHe Need to INCreASe effICIeNCY oN tHe  

job SIte, mAN HAS Never beeN more  

dePeNdeNt oN mACHINe – ANd mACHINeS HAve 

Never beeN So dePeNdeNt oN ComPuter 

teCHNoLoGY. So muCH So, tHAt At tHe CLICk 

of A mouSe We CAN NoW See exACtLY WHere 

our mACHINeS Are, HoW muCH fueL tHeY Are 

CoNSumING ANd WHeN tHeY Are due for tHeIr 

Next ServICe.

“tHe mAjor beNefIt for CuStomerS WHo uSe CAretrACk IS to trACk fueL CoNSumPtIoN  

ANd keeP ProduCtIoN CoStS doWN.”

“deALerS CAN uSe tHe INformAtIoN to 

ANALYze tHe ProbLem remoteLY ANd obtAIN 

tHe rIGHt PArtS to rePAIr tHe mACHINe 

before eveN SeeING It.”

I
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THERE ARE MANY WORDS THAT CAN BE USED 

TO DESCRIBE THE BUSINESS ACUMEN OF THE 

BAUMANN FAMILY OF EDMONTON, ALBERTA, 

CANADA… ENTHUSIASTIC, FRIENDLY, SINCERE, 

HONEST, DILIGENT, ENERGETIC, ORGANIzED, 

AND TRUSTWORTHY... BUT THE MOST 

DESCRIPTIVE MIGHT BE DYNAMIC. WHETHER 

IT’S SIMPLY ANSWERING YOUR PHONE CALL OR 

A PERSONAL MEETING WITH A FAMILY MEMBER, 

IT IS OBVIOUS THAT YOUR ExPERIENCE WITH 

THEM IS GOING TO BE A DYNAMIC ONE.

A dynamic  
family affair

“bY GettING dAtA from tHe mACHINe 

PoPuLAtIoN, We Are AbLe to ProvIde tHe 

mArket WItH better mACHINeS.”

service is ultimately aimed at helping customers and dealers, 
Volvo Construction Equipment has discovered the possibilities it 
offers to improve its own products and services. “It allows us to 
develop and enhance new generation machines by making them 
more productive and accurate, by enabling access to a machine’s 
usage, location and productivity levels,” says Joakim. “By getting 
data from the machine population, we are able to provide the 
market with better machines. We can see any problems with 
existing machines and analyze what needs to be improved to 
make them better in the future.” 

THE FUTURE
CareTrack is already available for use with the 

majority of Volvo Construction Equipment’s machines in  
several continents, but the plan is to continue to roll out the 
service globally. “CareTrack is currently available for all general 
purpose machines in North America and larger parts of Europe,” 
says Tomas. 

Currently, CareTrack is in operation in all countries 
within the European Union, as well as the United States of 
America, Canada, Iceland, Norway, parts of Eastern Europe, 
Russia, New Zealand and South Africa. Brazil is the next  
target. “In some countries, there are legal obstacles related to 
their telecommunication services, or the population is very  
small, so we need to make sure it makes sense to go through 
with the costs to have it deployed everywhere in the world,”  
says Joakim. “The cost to develop the system, maintain it and  
roll it out has been big, but we are certain the benefits for 
customers, dealers and ourselves are so good that it is well worth 
the investment.” 

Text: Elizabeth Tilley
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BEnEFiTS

•  increases machine control by reporting if it leaves a 
defined geographic area

•  Provides service reminders and service history reports to 
highlight when a machine is due for its next service

•  Monitors machine usage, including engine load, fuel 
consumption and use of brakes, differential locks, etc. 

•  Sends information about the machine’s position, enabling 
the coordination of servicing and refuelling 

•  Greater control when renting: you always know where the 
machines are, and how they are being used

•  Reduces breakdowns by accurately reporting error codes, 
decreasing downtime

• Monitors time spent at a job 

• notifies of unauthorized vehicle use
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Led by the family patriarch Doug Baumann,  
this close knit group, along with their partners and staff  
own six Canadian based Volvo Rents franchise outlets in 
Alberta and British Columbia. In addition they own and 
operate one of the most successful mixed aggregate businesses 
in central Alberta. Daughter Deanna Baumann is the CEO of 
the Volvo Rents division and son Dean controls and directs 
Associated Aggregates.

HOW IT ALL STARTED
About five years ago, while on a trip, Doug 

happened across an article about the Volvo Rents franchise 
business opportunity. “When I saw what was happening for 
Volvo in Europe, I knew there had to be a business 
opportunity there for us. I knew that aligning our-selves with 
Volvo would give us the support of a global brand. Volvo is a 
big, strong, global player with quality equipment.”

Within weeks of returning home Doug began the 
process of converting their one store in Rocky Mountain 
House to a Volvo Rents franchise. Over the next few years 
the family operation opened up a Volvo Rents store in Edson, 
Edmonton, Fort Saskatchewan, Red Deer, Alberta and most 
recently in Kelowna, British Columbia. “Over the past five 
years our family along with our partners have done very well.” 
Doug says. “The current economic downturn has hurt us, as 
it has hurt a number of other businesses, but I have been in 
business long enough to know that any economic downturn,  
or upturn for that matter, will stabilize.”

OTHERS WERE IMPRESSED 
Doug and Dean Baumann were so impressed with 

what Volvo Construction Equipment had to offer, they very 
quickly began converting the equipment for the aggregate 
business over to Volvo. Their first Volvo purchase was a Volvo 
L150E wheel loader. The company still owns that 8-year-old 
machine today and it has more than 4500 hard, gravel pit 
hours on it.

 Today, Associated Aggregates owns three more 
Volvo wheel loaders, including two Volvo L220E models, two 
Volvo excavators; three Volvo A25E articulated haulers and 
the first Volvo driven generator set in western Canada. 

The aggregates operation is a ‘family’ business as 
well. Dean’s college age daughter Kasandra operates one of 
the Volvo A25E haulers. When asked about her experiences 
working in a gravel pit, Kasandra was very quick to respond. 
“I left a job as a waitress to learn how to drive this truck and 
it has been a wonderful experience. I like the job and love the 
truck. It’s great.” Kasandra has been in the driver’s seat of one 
of the company’s Volvo A25 articulated haulers for over 1000 
hours. “She’s a great operator”, says proud father Dean.

PARTNERSHIPS
Partnerships are another key to the success that the 

Baumanns have had. “We have been able to bring on good, 
experienced people to partner with us,” says Deanna. “Lance 
and Twyla are great examples of this here in Alberta. They 

both have many years of business experience including  
a number of very successful years as franchise owners.” In 
British Columbia, the Baumanns have partnered with Larry 
and Lucy Cormier.

According to Lance Gardiner, “our partnership with 
the Baumann family has been very rewarding. We had known 
Doug and his family for a number of years and when they 
approached us to join with them, not only as investors but as 

true working partners, we jumped at the opportunity.” Lance 
is the Chief Operating Officer for the Baumann’s Volvo Rents 
business while Twyla is the company’s financial controller.

SHARING THE SUCCESS
Part of the business structure that the Baumanns  

are the most proud of is their share offerings to their 
employees. “We have adopted a plan where at the end of  
each year we offer our employees, at no cost to them, shares  
in the company. The shares are awarded for performance  
over and above the call of duty. To date, thirtyfive of our  
fifty employees are shareholders along with my family and  
our other partners. It’s something that is really working for  
us and I am confident will help us see even greater success in 
the future.”

The Baumann family and their partners fully 
subscribe to the ethos that it’s about working together to get 
the job done. They qualify this on a daily basis and in a very 
dynamic way.

There appears to be every reason that the Baumann 
family along with the Volvo Rents franchise group should be 
described as dynamic and it is for all of the above reasons that 
the Baumann’s and their partners have been awarded the 
Volvo Rents Circle of Excellence Award for an unprecedented 
third time. 

Text: Ron Mullins

“I kNeW tHAt ALIGNING ourSeLveS WItH 

voLvo WouLd GIve uS tHe SuPPort of A 

GLobAL brANd. voLvo IS A bIG, StroNG, 

GLobAL PLAYer WItH quALItY equIPmeNt.”
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re-PAvING fIAt GrouP’S fAmouS 

ProvING CourSe IN bALoCCo, ItALY 

requIred SPeed, ACCurACY ANd 

PreCISIoN Not to meNtIoN A uNIque 

metHod eSPeCIALLY deSIGNed bY 

ArLettI PAvImeNtAzIoNI StrAdALI 

ANd tHe roAd dIvISIoN of voLvo 

CoNStruCtIoN equIPmeNt ItALIA 

tHAt CouLd revoLutIoNIze tHe roAd 

PAvING INduStrY.

he Balocco Proving Ground was built in the 1960s 
by Alfa Romeo before it was acquired by Fiat Group. 
Each year, about 20,000 vehicles, including new cars, 
prototypes and racing cars, are put through their paces 

on the course’s test tracks. The circuit that has been 
re-paved is the 7.8km (4.8 mile) high speed track, comprising 
three driving lanes, each 4m wide, plus an emergency lane which 
is 2.5m (8ft) in width. 

The slope of the track’s parabolic curves ranges from 2% to 27% 
on the level surface points and the curves allow speeds up to 
280kph (174mph) – this is a torturous road course of 65km (39 
miles) and seemingly hundreds of corners modelled after some 
of the world’s most famous racing tracks. 

A UNIQUE SOLUTION
Mauro Martelli, head of the new Road Machinery 

Division of Volvo Construction Equipment, and Mauro Arletti, 
of Arletti Pavimentazioni Stradali were tasked with the project 
which required a delicate operation in the application of layers 
of bituminous mixture – binder and wear – on both the straight 
sections of track and a series of curves. Their innovative solution 
was to develop a unique spreading method using a customised 
screed able to fit perfectly to the shape of the circuit surface. 
“The possibility of performing a spreading operation on a 
perfectly concave base without interruption and to vary the 
settings according to the surface profile is an absolutely new 
factor, since the market has so far made available solutions for 
the so-called cambered road spreading in various alternatives, 
but no solution of this kind,” says Mauro Martelli.

Picture courtesy of Fiat Group
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of road machine engineers, the company recently introduced a 
new training programme. “We have organised a specific training 
package, which has been addressed to all the engineers from 
Volvo, as well as from the supporting structures,” explains 
Martelli. “On the one hand this was aimed at presenting in detail 
all road products, and on the other hand at getting to the heart 
of some peculiarities.” The result is a road machinery division 
which produces extremely reliable machinery, supported by 
qualified and well trained experts.

THE MACHINES 
Pavers from Volvo’s ABG range were used to lay the 

screed. The range offers variable power tracked pavers with a 
paving width of 2.5m (8ft) to 13m (43ft), three axle wheeled 
pavers with a paving width between 2.5m (8ft) and 9m (30ft), 
as well as single drum compactors and tandem compactors. All 
the Volvo ABG pavers are equipped with the latest emissions 
compliant engines, as well as innovative hydraulics, which allow 
the pavers to work at a reduced engine power. “This means 
remarkably quiet operation combined with consumption 
savings,” says Martelli.

Text: Elizabeth Tilley
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INSIDE trACk mAtS deLerYd

The man responsible for assuring that Volvo’s core values have added benefits 

for customers and their businesses.

The new paving – separated from the base by a SAMI 
waterproof membrane made using modified bitumen emulsion 
– consists of a binder and a wear course. This was made using a 
special, high performance bitumen for racing circuits provided 
by Valli Zabban and CoBit.

In order to make the joints invisible, two Volvo ABG 
8820 tracked pavers with modified screed worked in parallel and 
were supported by a wheeled paver, the Volvo ABG 6870, to lay 
the mixture. The screed, fitted to the two pavers, was produced 
according to specifications provided by Arletti and Volvo 
Construction Equipment Italia. “The main technical problem we 
had to solve was to shape the convex curves of the race track 
when the path became straight,” says Martelli. “We had to repeat 
this operation six times with three different modalities and with 
two different radii at the entrance and at the exit of the curve, 
considering the peculiar characteristics of this circuit.”

THE TEAM
Behind the Balocco project are two of the industry’s 

most capable performers. Arletti Pavimentazioni Stradali has 
been active for more than half a century. Its clients make up the 
majority of the Italian racing circuit’s most glamorous players. 
“Among our customers are Pirelli (track in Vizzola Ticino), 
Ferrari (track in Fiorano), Ducati (test site in Bologna), Maserati 
and Lamborghini. It is a niche market, which implies high 
specialisation, since in these cases it is extremely high quality 
that matters,” says Arletti. 

Arletti’s partner in paving, Volvo, has a long-
established reputation for offering first class road machinery 
products together with specialised customer service. In an effort 
to improve the knowledge of its already highly experienced team 
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health: if you have it, you are not aware of it, but if you lose it 
then you really notice it.”

One of the main challenges facing Mats is to make 
the core values more visible and immediately tangible both 
inside the company and for the Volvo Construction Equipment 
Dealers and customers worldwide. The better the values are 
understood by everyone, says Deleryd, the easier they are to 
apply through the different stages of a product’s life and the 
deeper they become entrenched in the culture of the company 
and everything we do.

“The aim and function of what we are doing is to 
make sure we keep to the high standards that we promise and 
that our customers have come to expect as the norm,”  
he explains. 

“The ultimate measure of quality is customer 
satisfaction and we constantly listen to customers to see how 
they perceive us and the value for their business. The Customer 
Satisfaction Survey is used to ensure we are doing our job and 
the feedback also helps us continue the process of constant 
improvement.”

“Volvo has always had quality, environmental care  
and safety at the heart of its operations – that is one of the 
reasons why we have been market leaders in these areas for such 
a long time – but we’ve never had a consolidated view on how 
to best manage these core values and apply them for maximum 
customer benefit. In this new core value management function 
we are bringing them under one umbrella.”

“We are doing this with input from every area of the 
business,” adds Deleryd. “It is only possible to do our job through 
constant communication with the key branches of the business: 
the design department to make sure they design the product 
right, the manufacturing department to make sure they build 

Taking care of the quality of the machines  
Volvo Construction Equipment build is crucial in terms 
of uptime, maximum operating efficiency, resale values 
and customer image. Equally, safety of operators and those 
around the site has always been crucial and that remains 
as true now as it ever has been. And environmental 
care, which, for Volvo Construction Equipment, was an 
inspiration from its heritage, is now a vital issue which 
effects all of us and our future. 

Volvo Construction Equipment is constantly 
striving to limit their impact on the environment. Examples 
range from Volvo launching the world’s first carbon 
neutral automotive plant in Ghent, Belgium to Volvo’s 
commitment to fuel efficient products.

For decades these values have been an essential 
part of the Volvo Construction Equipment ethos and Mats 
Deleryd, in the new Core Value function management role 

now has the global remit to bring the sharpest definition to how these core values 
have added benefit for our customers and their own business.

“It’s harder to see the core values in what we do when everything is going 
well. They are almost invisible and we take them for granted,” says Deleryd. “But 
when they are found wanting in an area of operation it’s very obvious. It’s like good 

or mANY YeArS voLvo 

CoNStruCtIoN equIPmeNt HAS 

beeN CommItted to tHree Core vALueS, 

quALItY, SAfetY ANd eNvIroNmeNtAL CAre. 

tHeY Were tHe orIGINAL vALueS Set out 

bY tHe fouNderS of tHe voLvo ComPANY 

ANd tHrouGHout ItS HIStorY tHeY HAve 

beeN tHe CorNerStoNeS of HoW tHe 

ComPANY deveLoPS ItS ProduCtS ANd 

mANAGeS tHe buSINeSS.

f

“tHe uLtImAte meASure of quALItY IS CuStomer SAtISfACtIoN ANd We CoNStANtLY 

LISteN to CuStomerS tHrouGH SurveYS.”

“It IS oNLY PoSSIbLe to do our job tHrouGH 

CoNStANt CommuNICAtIoN WItH tHe keY 

brANCHeS of buSINeSS.”

Arben Kvasniqi, Mats Deleryd, Ulf Hasselgren, Niklas Nilroth.
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GLOBAL STIMULUS:  
A GAME OF PATIENCE  
AND PREPARATION 

orecasting with any degree of accuracy can be 

a challenge – predictions move and rarely stay 

static. However, there is now broad consensus 

and cautious optimism among market analysts that 

the recent spate of global stimulus packages will 

start to have a positive impact on the construction 

equipment industry in the second half of 2010… 

Probably. The future may be murky and the global 

picture complicated but the message to Volvo 

dealers and customers from Volvo Construction 

Equipments’s Carl Lockwood, is simple: plan well to 

make sure you are ready to go after the business 

when it comes.

F
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Volvo Construction Equipment is working hard 
through these tough times like everyone else in the industry,  
but the company has been holding its market share and, in some 
areas, even gaining a little. “That only happens if you have good 
products that really deliver our customers added benefits” 
concludes Deleryd “that is an endorsement of what our  
core values really mean.” 

Text: Niall Edworthy

“quALItY, SAfetY ANd eNvIroNmeNt CAre 

remAIN tHe CeNtrAL PArt of WHAt voLvo 

CoNStruCtIoN equIPmeNt StANdS for ANd 

offerS tHe mArket.”

it right and of course by listening to customers and operators 
whose direct experience is crucial… In short, we want to be 
involved from start to finish to make sure that quality, safety 
and environment care remain the central part of what Volvo 
Construction Equipment stands for and offers the market.”

“We have a mandate to ensure the core values are 
applied for maximum good effect that means making sure we 
have the right management system in place within the different 
functions of the organization to best achieve our goal of 
providing the highest standards of care in the industry.

“When I was in Quality Development, which is  
now part of this new function, it was very satisfying to  
find a weakness in the system before it resulted in a poor 
product. Mistakes are inevitable but we have to spot them  
early and correct them and assure they do not hit the market 
and effect customers.”

Volvo Construction Equipment has these very  
distinct and well-defined core values but in a global market 
place, with all its cultural diversity and traditional working 
practices differing from region to region, it is imperative to  
make sure those key principles are absorbed and assimilated 
across the board. In other words they are equally important 
across all of our products and in every market – and the same 
applies when new businesses are acquired. 

“When we add an acquisition there are challenges to 
introduce the Volvo values and again make sure they are best 
applied for customer benefit.”

So how will Deleryd’s function make themselves 
heard in so many different departments and regions of  
the world?

“We work very closely with the Communications 
department to make sure that the message gets across,” he 
explains. “The more we strengthen these values of Quality, 
Safety and Environment Care, the more we strengthen the added 
value for the customer; the more we can impart this thinking 
into each and every part of Volvo Construction Equipment and 
the more the values become a part of everything we are and do.” 
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“No one really knows how the world’s markets will 
develop,” says Carl Lockwood, Senior Vice President, Strategy 
and Business Development. “But there is little doubt that 
stimulus spending will influence them. The question is when 
will it start influencing them?”

Few countries on the planet have escaped the 
economic downturn and most governments have made 
efforts to reverse or halt the decline with a variety of 
stimulus plans. The majority of the packages take the form 
of public works projects that will improve infrastructure 
while creating hundreds of thousands of jobs and keep the 
money flowing through the economy. Each government’s 
proposals are different but the majority of the projects 
are focused on the utility and transport sectors, with plans 
for building or upgrading roads, bridges, sewage and water 
systems, rail networks and power grids. Some countries are 
also investing in schools, hospitals, parks, leisure facilities, 
new homes and broadband internet access. 

China, the first major economy to launch a stimulus 
package, is investing around $600bn over two years, which 
amounts to nearly 15% of its annual economic output. Roughly 
half that money will go towards railway, highway, airport and 
power grid projects and a quarter towards reconstruction in 
the wake of the Sichuan earthquake. The hope is that the 
projects will help modernize the Chinese economy, enhancing 
business conditions by improving access to utility, transport 
and communication infrastructure. Though some analysts have 
questioned whether all the investment pledged can truly be 
considered as new spending, there are signs that the stimulus 
package, announced in November 2008, is already having a 
positive impact on the construction equipment industry. In 
April, Xugong Group, China’s largest heavy machinery maker, 
announced that sales of its bulldozers, wheel loaders and 
construction cranes had reached an all-time high in March. 
At the same time, Chinese steelmakers, cement producers and 
construction companies saw sales rocket as funding for the 
public works projects flooded into the economy.

 “There was a need for stimulus and governments 
acted pretty quickly, which was good,” he says. “The packages 
brought stability to the market and the quick action helped 
build some confidence. The impact of the packages will 
be different in certain market segments and the picture is 
different from region to region. Our view is that the stimulus 
packages will have an impact but we continue to monitor the 
situation closely. There is a feeling that this is not going to 
turn around quickly.” 

Volvo couldn’t keep up with demand a year and a 
half ago but since then business is dramatically down across 
the construction equipment industry. The graphs make for 
ugly viewing – steep lines drop towards the bottom of pages 
like black runs in a ski resort. “And you can apply these graphs 
to almost any capital goods business out there today,” adds 
Lockwood. “It’s not just construction equipment, it’s cars, 
trucks, planes…”

So just how do people plan a business in this 
environment? 

“It comes down to this,” says Lockwood. “If you 
are just going to sit and wait for something to happen, that 
is probably not the right strategy. But if you are going to 
go out and proactively look for the opportunities, work out 
what they might be and when might they come, then you’re 
on a better track. We can’t give our dealers and customers a 
finite forecast, but what we can do is help them by building 
awareness and that’s what we’re doing right now. What we’re 
saying to them is: ‘You’ve heard about the stimulus packages, 
here are the figures and project details for your region so 
you can start preparing yourself for the project opportunities 
as and when they arise.’ The key point for us at Volvo 
Construction Equipment is that when the stimulus packages 
take effect and business starts to roll again, we are able to 
react quickly for our customers on the ground.” 

These are uncertain times, but one thing is for sure: 
the global construction equipment industry will be a very 
different place by 2011. Probably. 

Text: Niall Edworthy
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WhEN DUTch comPANy 

PELT & hooykAAS 

DEcIDED To BUy  

TWo WhEEL LoADERS 

EARLIER ThIS yEAR,  

ThEy ThoUGhT ThEy 

kNEW ExAcTLy WhAT  

To ExPEcT.

 

ThEy WERE WRoNG.

Company site manager jurgen Piessens, though, could not have 
been more delighted. It’s not every day, after all, that you get more 
than you bargain for.

“We already have a volvo L330e at the site and we are very pleased 
with it. It has a great capacity. It’s precisely this machine that we 
need for the type of work that we do here”, explains Piessens.

When he contacted volvo Construction equipment dealership kuiken 
N.v., however, in search of more of the same in terms of performance 
and reliability, they listened carefully to his requirements before 
suggesting a standard-setting L350f – the biggest in its class with 
an operating weight of up to 56 tonnes – and an L220f,  
a middleweight machine from the new generation.

“there’s no grass growing under their feet at volvo! the L350 is 
completely different from the L330,” he says.

“the productivity is higher, the machine uses even less fuel and the 
operator has a much better view of the works from the new volvo Care 
Cab. A host of reasons for us to choose volvo wheel loaders again!”

Part of Pelt & Hooykaas’s expertise is to re-process suitable industrial 
waste into construction materials. Piessens’ team is currently on site 
at multinational phosphorus manufacturer thermPhos, not far from 
vlissingen (better known in english as flushing), an important port 
located between the Scheldt river and the North Sea, in the south 
west of the Netherlands. thermPhos is one of the world’s largest 
producers of phosphorus, phosphoric acid, phosphates, phosphonates 
and phosphorus derivatives. their customers operate in such markets 
as pharmaceuticals, industrial and household cleaning and food and 
feed additives.

Pelt & Hooykaas’s job is to convert between 600-700,000 tonnes of 
phosphorus waste products into building materials for ground, road and 
hydraulic engineering works before they are shipped out to customers.

the L350f is used mainly for emptying the pits into which the 
phosphorus waste, originally in liquid form, is poured. After a  
process of solidifying, breaking up, cooling and leaving to rest,  
it is broken up by the L350f, while the L220f’s principal job is  
to load lorries as well as breaking up the different types of  
phosphorus slag. 

“There’s no grass  
growing under their  
feet at Volvo!”

equipped with special tires – michelin xmine d2 – and a volvo 
v-Lip 7.5m³ (222ft³) bucket with the AmrL tooth system as well 
as cutting edges and overlapping segments, the L350f is ideal for 
the job of breaking up solidified slag. It also has boom Suspension 
System (bSS), Comfort drive Control (CdC) joystick steering, a 
hydraulic reversible cooling fan and an over pressurized cabin to  
deal with the dusty conditions. 

the volvo L220f wheel loader has Goodyear rL5k tires and  
a turbo II cyclone filter. the L220f also has bSS, CdC and a  
hydraulic reversible cooling fan. the L220f operates with a  
volvo 6.3m³ (247ft³) bucket with reversible bolt-on cutting edges. 
because of legislation prohibiting overloading, Pelt & Hooykaas  
has had the L220f fitted out by the factory with the Loadtronic  
3 weighing system.

“The productivity is 
higher, the machine 
uses even less fuel 
and the operator has 
a much better view of 
the works from the new 
Volvo Care Cab”
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Volvo wheel  
loaders serve 
up a double Dutch 
surprise
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Pelt & Hooykaas operators marius meulenberg and Leo van keulen, says their manager, 
have been thrilled with the new vehicles. basic maintenance, he adds, is carried out by  
his staff, but the more specialized work is outsourced to kuiken N.v.

“the service assemblers at kuiken are completely up-to-date on all the electronics  
and other techniques involved with volvo machinery and that’s why we call on the help  
of the kuiken service branch in Numansdorp that handles a lot of the maintenance”,  
says Piessens.

“In order to guarantee the quality, we chose not only to use the original filters, but  
also to work with volvo oils.” It is that sort of back-up – as well as support from kuiken 
representative Piet braam – that has completed the perfect package for Pelt & Hooykaas.

braam, says Pelt & Hooykaas manager martin bakker, often visits to keep up to  
date with developments within the company while also checking on the vehicles’  
ongoing performance. 

“Piet gave us excellent advice when we were purchasing the new wheel loaders. He 
always provides a clear explanation about what is important and what not,” says bakker.

“We are happy with him and we’re happy to be able to benefit from his expertise.

“It was clear how valuable his knowledge was when we first ordered the volvo L330e  
and now, again, we feel completely confident in his recommendation.” Confidence,  
indeed, is what successful businesses are built on. especially when you end up getting 
more than you expect. 

“Confidence  

is what 

successful 

businesses  

are built on”
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LIfEtHrouGH A LeNS brAm & bert morIS

Rock solid trust in each other and Volvo.
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It took five months of discussions and number-
crunching to convince Bram and his father. The scheme would 
not only guarantee their stone supplies, but also allow the 
brothers to renew their love affair with heavy machinery. And 
both admitted they felt cooped up, cutting and polishing tiles 
and flagstones in their father’s workshop.

The idea made even more sense when they  
discovered that the 24-hectare (59.3 acres) site, just outside the 
village of Poulseur to the south of the city of Liege, had far more 
reserves of blue stone – or basalt, sometimes known as ‘blue 

heaven’ and highly prized for its color, durability and texture 
– than first suspected.

For a while they struggled along with an old bulldozer, 
tractor and a couple of excavators, before deciding to buy a 
wheel loader.“We didn’t know too much about construction 
equipment,” recalls Bram. “Dad had driven some machines, but 
that was about it.

“We considered all the top brands. Some salesmen 
didn’t take us seriously – we weren’t big enough for them to 
waste time over. In the end we relied on word of mouth. We 
asked a business contact. ‘Buy the Volvo,’ he said. ‘It’s the best.’

“He was right. It’s not just about reliability or power. 
There are long-term factors, like economy. We have a 40-ton 
Volvo, for instance, which uses no more fuel than our 30-ton 
competitor excavator. Over five years, that becomes serious.

“Loan finance was also a key issue. It’s not easy 
negotiating with bank managers who can’t tell the difference 
between an articulated hauler and an excavator. So we went to 
Volvo Financial Services. That allowed us to buy more machines 
while talking to people who understood the industry. It’s worked 
very, very well.

For the moment, though, he 
has more immediate concerns. Bram 
and his team are trying to prise away 
a massive block of bluestone from the 
quarry wall.“It weighs at least as much 
as our new EC700C,” he shouts above 
the roar of the excavator engine. “But it 
shouldn’t be a problem.”

Bram, at 26, is two years older 
than his brother. “He’s the one with the 
mad ideas,” smiles Bram. “I’m the one 
who tries to make them work. He does 
the big picture, I do the details.”

Three years ago they were 
working as stone masons in their father’s 
business near Antwerp when their 
main supplier defaulted. The brothers, 
searching for a new one, discovered a 
small quarry, around 100 miles (161km) 
away.“But it was run down and not 
producing enough. That’s when Bert 
had one of his crazy ideas. ‘Let’s buy the 
quarry and run it ourselves,’ he said.” 

rAm ANd bert morIS HAveN’t CHANGed 

ALL tHAt muCH. AS kIdS, tHeY PLAYed 

INSePArAbLY toGetHer WItH tHeIr toY exCAvAtorS 

ANd truCkS. to eArN extrA PoCket moNeY, tHeY 

AttACHed trAILerS to tHeIr bIkeS ANd SHIfted 

LeAveS from NeIGHborING GArdeNS. todAY, tHe 

tWo beLGIAN brotHerS oWN A quArrY ANd A SmALL 

fLeet of voLvo CoNStruCtIoN equIPmeNt veHICLeS. 

brAm SmILeS. “YeS, I SuPPoSe We’re doING tHe SAme 

Sort of tHING NoW – oNLY oN A muCH LArGer SCALe. 

It’S fuNNY HoW tHINGS Work out.”

tHAt’S WHeN bert HAd oNe of HIS CrAzY IdeAS.  

‘Let’S buY tHe quArrY ANd ruN It ourSeLveS,’ He SAId.” 

b
Bram Moris

“We WeNt to voLvo fINANCIAL ServICeS.  

tHAt ALLoWed uS to buY more mACHINeS 

WHILe tALkING to PeoPLe WHo uNderStood 

tHe INduStrY.”
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Bruno Weber, José’s cousin, is sharing a five-minute 
break with fellow operator Jozef Weuts. Bruno has been working 
at the site for 15 years and has seen vehicles come and go. “I 
prefer the Volvos,” he says. “They’re more flexible, more stable 
and more powerful. And comfortable – even in a quarry.” 

It’s late afternoon and Bram is ready to return to 
Antwerp to link up with Bert and his father.“Dad’s pretty proud, 
both of the quarry and of us,” he says. “As for Bert, well, we 
make a good team. We’re different but we bounce ideas off each 
other. We argue every day, of course, but I can’t imagine not 
working with him. It’s all about teamwork. And trust.” Rock-
solid trust, indeed. 

Text: Tony Lawrence 
Photography: Julian Cornish Trestrail

“We CoNSIdered ALL tHe toP brANdS.  

Some SALeSmeN dIdN’t tAke uS SerIouSLY –  

We WereN’t bIG eNouGH for tHem to WASte 

tIme over.”

 “We haven’t had a single major issue with our 
machines but we leave all the servicing to Volvo. They’re the 
experts – and a full service record means the machines retain 
their value, even though they’re working in unimaginably tough 
conditions. I wouldn’t consider any other brand now. I like 
working with one supplier. It’s simpler. We get looked after.”

Today, to prove the point, the Morises have an 
EC700C and an EC360C excavator, two A30E articulated 
haulers and an L220E wheel loader at the quarry. They have two 
smaller Volvos at the stone masonry business – “It’s impossible to 
get our Dad out of his compact excavator, he spends all week in 
it, Sundays included.”

Suddenly, there’s a cracking sound and a billowing 
cloud of dust as José Weber, operating the EC700C, breaks off 
the 75-tonne shelf of bluestone. Pascal Englebert, in charge 
of dynamiting and detonations, drills a series of holes into the 
boulder’s fault lines before filling them with explosives to split 
the rock into four sections.

Those sections are then shaved into cubes by  
the quarry’s three-meter rotating saw before being sold.  
Smaller boulders are transported to the Netherlands to help 
build dykes. There are also plans to sell aggregate to the 
construction industry.

“We produce about 35,000 tonnes of stone a year,” 
says Bram. “About 15 percent goes to our own stone masonry 
business, with the rest sold on. I reckon there are around 30 
more years of work here. Getting the EC700C was the final 
piece in the jigsaw for us.”

frANk kuCzeWSkI

A Volvo Master at work with more than just luck on his side.
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“Growing up on a farm, I always loved machines, 
whether bikes, cars, tractors, helicopters or whatever. I’d watch  
my father driving our wheel loader and it just came naturally.  
I could see how things worked. Then I’d climb in the cab and 
copy him.”

So Kuczewski seemed destined to excel in his chosen 
field. It almost turned out differently, though. As a young man,  
he was persuaded to try his hand as an insurance salesman.

“I did it for a year and it went well. But I found it 
hard to sell products when I knew there was something better 
on the market. If I sell something, I have to believe in it 100 
percent. I also missed working in the fresh air, out on the roads 
or in the fields. I missed the people. And I missed the technical 
side of things.”

Making sure you have the best possible product is  
a recurrent theme with the 41-year-old from Oldenburg in  
Holstein, a town on the south-western shore of the Baltic Sea.

When Kuczewski first set himself up as a self-
employed contractor, his first Volvo encounter proved to be  
an eye-opener. “It was at a trade fair, five years ago. I had driven  
a variety of vehicles all over the world, as far afield as Nigeria,  
Iran, Libya and France, but the first time I tried a Volvo 
excavator I thought: ‘Man! What’s this?’

In this case, there were no deceptive appearances.  
“It struck you immediately. It was faster, turned quicker and 
moved more smoothly. The controls were so precise and 
responsive, the machine was more powerful and economical.  
It had optimum design. It cost more, but it was well worth it.  
I ordered one there and then. I’ve had Volvos ever since and had 
no issues. They’re fantastic.” Today he owns an EW160C and an 
EC15B. He spends more time with them, he laughs, than with  
his girlfriend.

“I suppose I’m a workaholic. For me, work is the best 
fun I can have. I used to put in around 400-500 hours a month. 
My body’s beginning to struggle a bit now, even though the 
machines have no problems! I just love driving and getting the 
job done. I can be hard to live with – once, on holiday in Gran 
Canaria, I saw some work going on and wanted to help out. I’m 
not much good at lazing around.”

Kuczewski doesn’t ask for much – “just good health 
and lots of job orders”. He is currently working in the northern 
German city of Lübeck for Strabag, a leading European civil 
engineering and road construction firm. He does, though, have 
an ambition.

“I’d love to do some Volvo Construction Equipment 
demonstrating or, even better, get involved in development work, 
driving prototypes and discussing possible improvements with 
the technicians and designers.

“Michael Schumacher, in Formula One, was good at 
that, working out ways to extract the best from his car. Actually, 
I’ve got quite a few ideas already… I love my Volvos but there 
are always things to improve.”

In the 2008 Volvo Masters final in Konz, Kuczewski 
showed his expertise by popping balloons with a pin mounted 
on his excavator bucket, playing 10-pin bowling with a wheel 
loader and then slotting a pendulum on the end of his excavator 
boom into thin hollow pipes, all against the clock.

He came out on top again, having seen off hundreds 
of rivals from Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Luxembourg 
throughout the competition. “The others were a great bunch of 
guys, and very good. To win, you need a bit of luck.” 

Text: Tony Lawrence 
Photography: Heinz-Joachim Petrus 

For Kuczewski is no ‘Average 
Joe’. He doesn’t mention it, but he is, in 
fact, one of the top construction vehicle 
operators in Germany. Many who watched 
him win an unprecedented sixth Volvo 
Masters title last year – an annual regional 
event organized by the Volvo Drivers Club 
in Germany in conjunction with Volvo 
Construction Equipment to test the skills 
of operators – would argue that he’s the 
best of all. 

A bear he may be at 6ft 3 ½ ins 
(1.91m) tall and weighing in at 242lbs 
(110kg) – “I could probably lose 10kg 
but who’s counting?” – but he possesses a 
touch and manual dexterity shared only by 
watch makers and surgeons.

Kuczewski laughs. “No, I don’t usually mention the Masters to clients. 
Who wants to go about bragging? But yes, I’ve won a few times and I’m pretty proud 
of that. Operating construction equipment is all about feeling. Anyone can dig a hole 
with an excavator but when it comes to precision work on difficult terrains you need 
feel. You have to sense how the machine meets the earth. The bucket should feel like 
an extension of your hand.

PPeArANCeS CAN be deCePtIve. tAke 

frANk kuCzeWSkI. A beAr of A mAN WItH 

A PermANeNt SmILe, He ComeS ACroSS AS AN 

AffAbLe, everYdAY Sort of CHArACter. He teLLS 

You tHAt He’S A CoNStruCtIoN Worker ANd LeAveS 

It At tHAt. You ImAGINe HIm dIGGING treNCHeS WItH 

HIS bAre, PrIze-fIGHter HANdS. ALreAdY, tHouGH, 

You HAve beeN mISLed.

“I’d WAtCH mY fAtHer drIvING our WHeeL LoAder. tHeN I’d CLImb INto tHe CAb ANd CoPY HIm.  

It CAme NAturALLY.”

A Ueli Hunziker, Frank Kuczewski and Othmar Pletzer.
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only relied on new equipment to get the job done are now 
turning to quality used equipment to extend their fleets. 
“Customers are being more careful today because their budgets 
are not as strong as they were when the market was booming,” 
says Nick Rose, Chairman of Volvo Construction Equipment’s 
Global Remarketing Council. The Council was the driver behind 
the push to make Volvo Approved Used a global umbrella 
brand. Previously, its machines had operated under several 
different brands in different global regions, which may have been 
confusing to some of our customers. “What it now means 

is that all qualifying machines will be called Volvo Approved 
Used, but each global region will have specific programme to 
cater for the needs of customers in that region, which will all 
fall under the global umbrella brand,” says Rose. “This is a new 
used equipment offering to suit customers with certain budget 
requirements. It’s about providing customers with an alternative 
and encouraging them to consider the quality end of the used 
equipment business.”

ONLY THE BEST WILL DO
All Volvo Approved Used machines are different, 

but the age of a qualifying piece of general purpose production 
equipment (GPPE) would be three to five years old, with up to 
10,000 hours of use. The machines are usually acquired by Volvo 
dealers as trade-ins and are carefully selected as potential Volvo 
Approved Used machines based on their age, number of hours, 
overall condition and appearance. “We only choose the best,” 
insists Rose. “Many machines do not qualify.”

 TRIED AND TESTED
Volvo Approved Used machines have been put 

through a very thorough inspection process, which is amongst 
the best in the industry. Once they pass inspection, Volvo-
trained technicians then recondition the machines to meet 
Volvo Approved Used standards. If the technicians are happy 
the machine is worthy, they sign an inspection form, which then 
becomes the application form for the Volvo Approved Used 
Certificate supplied by Volvo Construction Equipment.

TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
The approved machines are then sold under specific 

programmes, which vary between the global regions of North 
America, Europe, International and Asia. Dealers offer these 
programmes to suit customer requirements. For example, one 
of the Volvo Approved Used programmes available in Europe 
is GPPE (General Purpose Production Equipment) Certified 
Warranted, which offers machines which are no more than three 
years old and have worked for less than 6,000 hours. The sale 
price of Volvo Approved Used machines varies depending on 
age and condition, but there is a potential saving to be made 
on the overall owning and operating costs compared with non-
certified equipment.

Another programme offered under the umbrella name 
Volvo Approved Used is Factory Overhauled, which applies 
to Volvo road machinery products re-manufactured in Volvo 
Construction Equipment’s Hameln factory in Germany. Factory 
Overhauled is a process that involves taking a used machine 
back to the factory where it was originally manufactured and 
carefully rebuilding it to Volvo Approved Used standards. A 
Factory Overhauled machine is as close to a brand new machine 
as you can get. The unit is checked on the same test facility 
used for new machines, providing an official test report covering 
all the necessary data, such as idle speed, pressures, etc. As an 
added stamp of confidence, all Volvo Approved Used Factory 
Overhauled road machinery comes with a warranty.

Pre-loved, second-hand, used; call it what you will. 

When recession strikes, what is old is new again 

in the eyes of savvy customers, which is why there 

has never been a better time to invest in Volvo 

Approved Used quality construction equipment.

When you buy used equipment, the first things you 
want to know are how old it is, how safe it is, how reliable it is, 
how well it performs and how careful its previous owner was. If 
you choose to gamble with a non-authorised supply channel, the 
risk of operating the machine with problems due to improper 
checks is higher than if you were to pay a little extra at a 
reputable Volvo Construction Equipment dealer. This principle 
applies to Volvo Approved Used construction equipment. With 
Volvo Approved Used, you can now buy pre-owned machines 
with the confidence of knowing that they are being supplied 
through Volvo Construction Equipment’s authorised dealer 
network. Volvo Approved Used machines are not your average 
used machines. They are carefully selected Volvo machines that 
have been meticulously inspected by Volvo Authorised Dealer 
service technicians before being subjected to rigorous testing. 
Every machine that passes becomes Volvo Approved Used – 
a seal of approval that guarantees a hard-wearing, hard-working 
piece of equipment with years of life ahead of it.

ONE BRAND, GLOBAL REACH
In the current market downturn, some industry 

operators are searching for ways to save money, streamline 
business processes and cut costs. Those who had previously 
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used
and
Approved

“We oNLY CHooSe tHe beSt. mANY mACHINeS 

do Not quALIfY.” 
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QUALITY GUARANTEED
Unlike some used equipment, only an authorised 

Volvo dealer can inspect, recondition and sell a Volvo Approved 
Used machine, providing added reassurance. All Volvo Approved 
Used machines come with an inspection report, a Volvo 
Approved Used Certificate and often a warranty. The latter 
depends on the type of programme the machine is sold under. 
For example, in Europe, a three-year-old machine with up to 
6,000 hours of use will come with a warranty, but a five-year-old 
machine with up to 10,000 hours of use will be supplied with 
a thorough inspection report. A typical warranty for a piece of 
GPPE would be one year or 1,000 hours on major components 
(whichever comes first), but your local regional dealer can 
provide more comprehensive information about the warranties 
offered with the various Volvo Approved Used programmes. 

PEACE OF MIND
Demand for quality second-hand machines is 

increasing as the industry searches for more affordable, yet 
reliable, solutions to beat the recession. Of course, there is always 
a a level of uncertainty involved with buying second-hand 
equipment, but Volvo Approved Used drastically minimises that 
risk. It provides quality used construction equipment that 
conforms to Volvo’s core values of Quality, Safety and caring for 
the Environment. Perhaps most importantly, it offers peace of 
mind in the knowledge you have bought a safe and long-lasting 

piece of machinery from a 
reputable dealer. The Volvo 
Approved Used family is a 
niche part of Volvo 
Construction Equipment as a 
whole, but it has the 
potential to grow rapidly and 
account for thousands of 
machines. Its global branding 
is sure to cement its presence 
in the global markets, making 
it easily recognisable to 
customers worldwide. “When 

people say they want a Volvo Approved Used machine, they’ll 
know it’s been thoroughly inspected, they’ll know it’s been 
rigorously tested and they’ll know that, in most cases, it comes 
with a warranty,” says Rose.  

Text: Elizabeth Tilley
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Good AS NeW
A bavarian quarry operator is one of the latest 
customer to discover the benefits of a machine  
worthy of the Volvo Approved Used seal.

When it comes to expanding its family of machines, Bavarian 
quarry operator Haas-Kies doesn’t mind adopting. The company 
from Pilsting, near Straubing in Germany, has just welcomed a 
three-year-old Volvo Approved Used EC460BLC into its fleet. 
And the crawler excavator seems to be settling in just fine. “I think 
it’s as good as new,” says Thomas Buchholz, Haas-Kies’ gravel pit 
manager. “It’s very important for a machine to have a low fuel 
consumption and high productivity level – and this has both.” 

Haas-Kies owns two pits – one for wet-gravel mining and one 
open pit for dry mining.

The EC460BLC is being used to remove earth to reach the gravel 
vein in the open pit, as well as for loading haulers. The family-
run company has been acquiring new and used Volvo machines 
since the 1980s. The oldest machine in its fleet is a Volvo 5350 
6X4 articulated hauler from the mid-1980s and the youngest is a 
latest generation Volvo EW160C. The newest addition, the 2006 
model EC460BLC, was purchased from Haas-Kies’ local dealer, 
Volvo Baumaschinen Bayern GmbH, and has already clocked 
up 5,666 hours. But the machine’s Volvo Approved Used seal of 
certification guarantees it is safe, hard-working and hard-wearing. 
Just ask its operator, Thomas Rohrmeier (pictured), who swears by 
its “comfort, silence and good handling”.

While there has always been debate over whether to buy new or 
used construction equipment, Volvo Approved Used is making 
the decision easier. “Increasingly, budget-conscious customers are 
looking to operate their businesses using a combination of new 
and certified, quality used machines,” says Nick Rose, Chairman of 
Volvo Construction Equipment’s Global Remarketing Council.

“We specialise in delivering building materials to small and large 

sites in literally hundreds of different locations. for us the success of 

that operation is based on great communication with our volvo truck 

dealer combined with volvo Service Contracts on all our vehicles. 

their understanding of our business means the fleet is always in 

perfect order and fully operational. We know up front exactly what 

the costs will be and can budget accordingly, which is a real added 

value. the volvo truck dealer plays a unique part in the continuous 

improvement of our bottom line.”

for reassurance that the unexpected is covered and you are getting 

total operational efficiency talk to your volvo truck dealer.

 “  the secret  
of success ”Robin Verhoef, General Manager Verhoef BV, Maarssen, netherlands

www.volvotrucks.com

volvo trucks. driving progress
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